
SIZING and MEASURING CORRECTLY
Ready to show your true colors? To ensure a good fit, follow 
the measuring guidelines below for the Boy-O-Boy item
you'd like to order.  

BELTS
 Use a flexible measuring tape.

 Measure your waist/hips in inches, through your belt loops.

 Depending on whether you're ordering one of our  Stirrup Buckle
 or Double Square Loop Belts, use the guidelines below to find
 your size

Important: DO NOT use the size marked in your pants or britches, or on 
other brands of belts. Your Boy-O-Boy Bridleworks belt size is unique and 
will not match them.  

FIT TIP: for children's Stirrup Buckle Belts, consider going up one size (2") to allow
room to grow. EXAMPLE:  Order a size 26” belt for  a child whose current belt 
measures 24.” The new Stirrup Buckle Belt will fit to the tightest (rather than to 
the middle) hole.  

     A. STIRRUP BUCKLE BELTS
You'll need a belt that fits you.

Lay it down straight, on a flat surface.

Using flexible measuring tape, measure the length (in inches) from 
the point where the leather folds around the buckle to the hole you 
usually use. This length will be the size of your new Stirrup Buckle Belt 
(to the middle hole).    

     B. DOUBLE SQUARE LOOP BELTS

FIT TIP:  for children's Double Square Loop belts, consider going up one size to allow room to grow. 

1

child

adult

XS
fits waist/hip size

20” - 24”
50 - 60 cm

30” - 34” 
75 - 85 cm

S
fits waist/hip size

22” - 26”
55 - 65 cm

32” - 36”
80 - 90 cm

M
fits waist/hip size

24” - 28”
60 - 70 cm

36” - 40”
90 - 100 cm

L
fits waist/hip size

26” - 30” 
65 - 75 cm

40” - 44” 
100 - 110 cm

XL
fits waist/hip size

28” - 32”
70 - 80 cm

44” - 48”
110 - 120 cm

s i z i n g  g u i d e

Using a flexible measuring tape, measure your waist or a belt
that fits, as described above. 

Use that measurement to find the correct size for your new
Double Square Loop Belt in the chart below. 
 

Measuring your waist and hips

stirrup buckle belts

Double Square Loop Belts

Show your true colors

CUSTOM ITEMS CANNOT BE RETURNED, EXCHANGED,OR RESIZED LATER. 

Please measure carefully!

BOYOBOYBRIDLEWORKS.COM



DOG COLLARS
Measure your dog's neck using a flexible measuring tape. 

Allow two fingers' width for comfort.

Depending on whether you're ordering a Boy-O-Boy collar with a 
buckle or one of our martingale collars, use the guidelines below to 
find you dog's size.

A. COLLARS WITH  BUCKLES
You'll need a collar that already fits your dog.

Lay it down straight, on a flat surface.

Using flexible measuring tape, measure the length from the
point where the leather folds around the buckle to the hole your
dog usually uses. This length will be the size of your dog's new
Collar with a Buckle (to the second tightest hole).  

B. MARTINGALE COLLARS

We’ll need two measurements from you:
Your measurement of dog’s neck or current collar, as described above.

The measurement around the widest part of your dog's head.

BROWBANDS
We’ll need two measurements from you: your horse's browband size and 
the correct loop size for your bridle. 

.1. Your horse's browband size
Lay your current browband down straight, on a flat surface.

Using a measuring tape, measure your horse's browband from the 
end of one loop to the end of the other.

Use the chart below to find your horse's browband size.

BRACELETS
Use a flexible measuring tape and wrap it once around your wrist, 
just above the wrist bone.

Use the chart below to find your bracelet size.
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3

4

child adult

S

5.5”
14 cm

6”
15.25 cm

M

6.5”
16.5 cm

7” 
17.75 cm

7.5”
19 cm

8”
20.3 cm

L S M L

FIT TIP: Our browband sizes are scaled for warmbloods. For horses with particularly 
fine heads like Thoroughbreds or Arabians, you may  need to order down one size.

13”
33 cm

14”
35.5 cm

15”
38 cm

16” 
40.5 cm

17”
43 cm

SMALL PONY PONY COB FULL OVERSIZED

2. The correct loop size for your bridle. 

Using a measuring tape, measure directly across the part of the crown 
piece where your new browband will sit. 

To ensure a good fit, please DO NOT estimate or allow extra room. 
The loops should be fairly tight.

dog collars

Your horse's browband size

bracelets

your browband's loop size

CUSTOM ITEMS CANNOT BE RETURNED, EXCHANGED,OR RESIZED LATER. 

Please measure carefully!
boyoboybridleworks.com


